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Introduction to Volume 3:3
Transitioning from Type 0 oil dependency to a Type 1 civilization based on free energy
& extraterrestrial disclosure
The BP Gulf Oil leak continues to arouse global concern as its toxic effects threaten not only the Gulf
of Mexico, but also the Atlantic Ocean itself. Worst case scenarios project the entire planet’s oceans
being contaminated for years if not decades to come if the spill continues unabated. Humanity stands
on the brink of environmental catastrophe if radical solutions don’t quickly emerge. Albert Einstein
once said “we cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.” The
idea of using fossil fuels for our civilization’s ever increasing energy needs is the kind of thinking that
made it possible for the risky deep water drilling practices that have created the oil spill crisis. We
need some radical new thinking about how to generate energy for our burgeoning global civilization.
Thinking that takes us into the realm of new energy technologies developed by pioneers such as Nikola
Tesla, and what is used by extraterrestrial civilizations visiting our world. As we make the transition
from a Type 0 civilization based on fossil fuels, into a Type 1 global civilization using new energy
technologies, we need to consult with and learn from extraterrestrials civilizations that have traveled
the road before us. We simply need to open ourselves to radical new ways of thinking about how
advanced technologies and extraterrestrial life can assist our planetary transition through crises such as
the Gulf Oil spill. The articles in this edition of the Exopolitics Journal provide a new way of thinking
about planetary issues from the perspective of alien life observing our world, wishing to assist us, and
the challenges of extraterrestrial disclosure.
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In "The Andromedans & Mentoring
Humanity," the transcript of his 2010
lecture

at

the

4th

Annual

Earth

Transformation Conference, Alex Collier
discusses his contact experiences with
extraterrestrials

from

the

Andromeda

Constellation, and how they are offering to
‘mentor’ humanity in the transition to a
membership in a galactic society as a Type
1 civilization. He reveals the existence of
new

energy

technologies

that

can

completely satisfy all the energy needs of
our civilization: “cold fusion has been
nailed, it does exist, a program working
under DARPA has solved it, and literally
for under $2 million they can build a
system that can power a city of 50,000

Figure 1. Cold Fusion Reactor

people indefinitely. It’s a done deal, but they’re sitting on it. They’re sitting on propulsion systems that
could take us to the stars.” These energy technologies have been suppressed from public knowledge by
the same influential cartels that have kept secret the existence of extraterrestrial visitors. Collier reveals
that the Andromedans and other advanced extraterrestrial civilizations are ready to assist us in finding
solutions to planetary problems – among which can be included the BP Gulf Oil leak - but wish to do
so in a way that empowers humanity in our transition from a Type 0 civilization. Open contact with
extraterrestrials, however, requires great discernment. Not all extraterrestrials have our best interest at
heart according to what the Andromedans have revealed to Collier. The Andromedans warn that “some
groups will bare gifts and then ask for something that we could not possibly give. And turn on us…
For 2 thousand years religions have believed in the Book of Revelations. And the universe is going to
oblige us by playing it out. Except it's not about being saved, it’s about self-responsibility, voluntary
introspection and spiritual evolvement.”
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In “The Abduction Phenomenon and its implications for Disclosure,” Philippa Foster believes that
advocates and students of exopolitics “will have to be prepared to face all aspects of the Extraterrestrial
phenomenon:- from the wonderfully enriching Contact scenarios and the benefits that come with that,
all the way through to the disturbing ET Abductions and MILABs (alleged Military Abduction)
programs.” She argues that in “order to successfully adjust to this huge cultural shift, people will need
to know the whole truth, even if it is not always palatable, and there should be support mechanisms in
place for those who need it.” Her “article explores how we can benefit from decades of research by
scientific, medical and academic professionals within UFOlogy, in conjunction with numerous first
hand accounts from experiencers themselves.” The goal is to “prepare for any potential ‘fall-out’ from
Disclosure, and to enable humanity to forge a strong and rewarding future into the Cosmos.”

David Griffin, author of “The Exopolitical Implications of Night Vision Technologies on the Extraterrestrial Truth Embargo,” believes that new technologies will open the door to more information
about what is really happening in the night sky with extraterrestrial life. He traces the extraordinary
development of night vision technologies, and how this can be partly attributed to the extraterrestrial
artifacts from the 1947 Roswell crash that Lt Col Philip Corso selectively passed on to key industries.
Griffin believes that “placing the increasing use of night vision systems by civilians on top of the
contemporary exopolitical situation or framework a new paradigm is ushered in.” He examines a “new
era in the light of the various forms of disclosure and contact and posit the ramifications for the human
species and the interface between terrestrial and extra-terrestrial beings.”

Finally, on June 24, 2010, a video emerged revealing that Lt Col Corso had briefed Robert Kennedy
about his knowledge of UFOs and extraterrestrial life, and this information was relayed to his brother,
President John F. Kennedy in 1962. Corso’s video testimony supports the conclusions made in Part
One of my article, "President Kennedy’s deadly confrontation with the CIA & MJ-12 over ET/UFO XFiles,” insofar as it shows that the Kennedy was actively seeking information on extraterrestrial life
and he had to get this from unconventional sources since he had been denied it from official channels.
Part Two of my article appears in this edition of the Exopolitics Journal, and reveals the explosive
consequences of President Kennedy’s efforts to gain access to classified files concerning
extraterrestrial life and technology. On September 20, 1963 Kennedy embarked on a high risk political
strategy of getting NASA to cooperate with the USSR on joint space and lunar missions. This brought
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to a climax a confrontation over the release of classified UFO files with the CIA & those in control of
the MJ-12 Special Studies Project – the secret committee appointed to run extraterrestrial affairs. This
article reviews the dramatic efforts by Kennedy to move forward with space cooperation with the
Soviet Union, and how this entailed sharing classified files on UFOs and extraterrestrial life. This
culminated in a deadly behind-the-scenes confrontation with the CIA and MJ-12 in the final month of
President Kennedy’s life.

The articles in this edition of the Exopolitics Journal give important clues about new energy
technologies that can replace fossil fuels, and end the dangerous drilling practices that led to the BP Oil
leak. The articles give insight into the important challenges that lie ahead as humanity has to deal with
a large body of events and policies surrounding extraterrestrial life and technology. Disclosure will
involve many disconcerting issues as the public learns that not all extraterrestrial life interact with
humanity in ethically responsible ways. Part of the disclosure that lies ahead is learning about the
pervasive suppression of extraterrestrial information, and how even a sitting U.S. President failed to
prise open the treasure trove of advanced technologies from the secret custodians of this information.
President Kennedy paid the ultimate price for his efforts but if he had succeeded, then tragedies such as
the BP Gulf Oil leak could never have happened.
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